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Study on the learning evaluation method based on the pluralism of
modern distance education
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Abstract: with the continuous development of the Times modern distance education in society slowly occupied a
favorable position can not be ignored , with advances in technology the Internet Wide application , Learning objects and
requirements gradual change , The original course learning style is now difficult to adapt to the current development
trend of distance education , evaluate modern far Path Education is the basic for developing a future distance education
model . so , Normal evaluation of some outside school institutions , Long-term Strategy to promote sustainable
development , Appears to be extremely important . the Ultimate quality of teaching and education is the starting line for
the majority of students in higher education .
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today, 21st century , Modern distance education is China's hair Show the core and advanced stages of higher
education . Although distance learning has been achieved in a variety of different fields in the modern all over the world,
It is quite not good grades , raise a large number of pillars , for our country today's Modernization makes outstanding
contributions , But modern distance education itself exists The question of affects its future direction and process . This
article, main , to look forward to distance education in view of diversity learning evaluation method This mode can be a
higher level .

1. education system
The system of distance education is developed with the development of modern information technology The

resulting , It leverages computer and information technology the Development of creates a new education in the field of
distance education , A basic virtual school for teaching knowledge on the Web . It's built the areas covered are
particularly extensive , which includes modern digitizing techniques , Network technology , Computer Multimedia
etc blended teaching mode . Modern distance education plays a new teaching role in today's Society mode , The
existence of a new distance education model and the traditional education model are relatively greater than , It added a
few more to China's higher education in traditional mode Special colors , And then for today's China , people much
wider , The development of Jinan is in a state of rapid development , economically speaking China is a developing
country , Still lagging behind in education status , from these big aspects of the list , Developing distance education to
our country Future development is important , someday it could be modern Turning point for education and higher
education , That is, from elite education directly to the for public education . But you have achieved a good result in
distance learning same time , We also found out about its deficiencies :

1.1 students are less able to learn independently of themselves

According to related data because work is busy , does not take advantage of the The students who fully study in
their spare time are about 80% . Some students lazy behavior , No interest in learning , active poor , Never participate in
relevant training or basic distance education courses organized by the school Pass . in some ways, it has hit the teacher's
initiative . , active , The also has a negative impact on educational institutions . There are also students in the exam
Try to go out of the play , does not know where to find your test location , Test Account content , All kinds of behavior
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to be present, no doubt these are all about learning . Learning an attitude problem , all say base decision height , details
to fail , attitude determines everything . These behaviors make us have to do for the modern far The future of the
education of the course has some worries .

1.2 The instructor of the related course is not doing his job well . teacher in daily teaching problems , major release
related information , Troubleshoot students ' questions ,organizing Symposium , approve students for Karma , focus on
work . But because of a work attitude Some negligence , The The learning materials published by individual teachers on
students ' universal Knowledge Help is not obvious , The actual number of topics applied is very small or basic . Zero ,
This slowly wipes out a student's initiative on the job . This has been a concern for the future of modern distance
education, with the as it goes. .

1.3 There is a flaw in the content resource being learned
in the process of learning , students can take the initiative to find some intentional Semantic Learning data ,

textbook , PPT, and online course everything aids for Learning . but , with actual knowledge still exists One problem is
that our students are more extensive. , Learning update faster and the textbook doesn't update in time , so that students
learn something are Some of the more successful , The lack of resources for students can be Effective learning is also an
impact .

1.4 learned knowledge is not targeted , content is not widely used Teaching programs for online education most of
them are from general higher education reference to ,General High School focus is on basic things , The is deficient in
the practical aspects of students . But according to The nature of the Network Education,, Students who choose network
Education most of them are in staff , has a certain working experience . so they need more is targeted learning mode ,
But in the current web-based education study , The educational institutions tend to overlook this point .

2 Modern education reform strategy
1.4.1 Distance Education breaks the time and space on the basis of traditional education bounds , Students use

modern information technology for faster Learning Way ,on the original campus tradition on the basis of a further

break through , interaction and communication between teachers and students becomes more important , The
purpose of web-based course assessment reform is to dynamically detect teaching procedures , better guarantee of
teaching quality , Full adoption of online learning and testing , management work line positive interaction , but from
education , no recurrence speaking is teaching , What's important is how to learn to use flexible applications for students.
Subject to new things and learned knowledge, enable students to learn for their own use , Wide Universal application .
just like learning to cook. , buy a lot of dishes and large Some people will do , the question is how to do to a good dish ,
to make people feel Good to eat , fluently wait , makes people rave about . So during the learning process , Teachers
should provide practical platform and practice for students , keep students from the root to master the essence of the ,
Convenient and can be learned in the future for personal speaking from the What you've learned is widely used in real
life ..

1.4.2 The results of today's exams become the only to evaluate a student standard , This method is not practical
unscientific , student results are only evaluate a single aspect of the student . The should be based on the , which we
advocate. For example, students and students spend more time together , and old Division in some ways do not
understand every month students , we can ask Ask students to view themselves , Or we can pass the class . To
synthesize a student to give a score , This will not More Diversity Fair , enables teachers and students in this way all
have a further understanding and perspective .

1.4.3 A national leader has this statement , comes from the crowd go to crowd , as a teacher you can also follow
this line of thought to educate students , should not always dominate , The should do what is possible in various
environments to get students to master the class , teacher acts as a passer-by , more give students some platform for
self-expression , correctly guide students to follow from Step into the course topic , between recess and student or say
Get more communication between students . This will not only exercise the student's communication with the outside
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World a capability , is also one way to cultivate feelings between teachers and students .
1.4.4 We are in the new century of advanced information technology , Letter The era of resource diversification ,

while teachers impart knowledge to students to find more different resources from different places , New Teachings
method etc . This is, in a way, a way to inspire students. potential , and interest in learning , We should try to putthe
Remove the traditional education mode , accept something new in your subconscious things learned " extract Fine " ,
Learn to share resources , can enable us access to Resources More extensive , This learning approach has important
implications for the future of the remote ..

1.4.5 Building a teacher integration team , for the development of network assessment look at , need a professional
team of teachers to prepare the assessment ,Proposition , Technology provide and support information for personnel ,
also requires candidates ask for a professional test officer , These three need to be closely matched with, such as
incorporating . focus on the course 3~5 person Research team , This is good for new ideas , new technology etc
Communication , also helps strengthen the faculty team , Make up on a certain basis the part of distance education ;
team-Work is also helpful to expand and innovation , to Some extent reduce work errors . at the same time , for The
combination of teachers of different classes , to find the summary in time

problems with and improved , Brainstorming , Strong plus The connotation of strong network assessment .
1.4.6 Federation of Distance Education exams , in distance education this large platform , between schools and

schools can be established through the form of Federationcurrent teacher , research , the sharing of resources and
devices such as the test platform . Test Union Union 's creation , Good training methods and mechanisms for network
exams ping The development of the platform provides strong talent support ;

3. Epilogue
on both distance education and higher education , change to remote education leather will be a great revival of our

educational undertakings . before The remote network Education Course Review , to keep up with the times and take
full advantage of Accept leading scientific achievements at home and abroad , combines locale and learning with the
actual condition , deepening in practice , keep practicing in drilldown . with the trend of technology network
technology , Education level under certain conditions The also has significantly increased . Foster specialization , align
comprehensive talent , is an important part of our educational career. , in Training and education ,We should use
innovative methods to drive the students , more critical for students ' interests , to enhance the student's self I practice
the ability , targeted training in curriculum education ,. far Distance Education diversity is a more complex , for our
educational undertakings Challenging Important works , so the host who needs distance education ,, Related Practice
Center , guides and so on interact with each other . requires both to Institute for System procurement , and can take the
line to teach Teacher's comments or suggestions are mutually reinforcing ; School Multimedia Learning heart , to have
full , to meet the resource devices that are actually in use , Network The stability of the Server is also an important part
of the backend team ,. adulthood Higher Education and modern distance education in the future will be combined
together for a whole body , Future Education through remote network This new model of education will slow slow
universalization , Popular , All relevant departments should continue to go in depth Solve the problem now , make
modern distance education on the basis of now can have new discoveries and breakthroughs .
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